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MobeCommerce.net – Have A Mobile Store
A company that specializes in native iPhone and
Android applications
for businesses, Mob
eCommerce is all you need in order to bring your
store into the hands of online shoppers this Christmas. By getting the
relevant app (both Android and iOS are supported right now) and
launching it, you’ll make your store appear on either the Apple Appstore
or the Android marketplace. That’s an audience of millions in both cases,
and these customers will get to buy the items they like by tapping on
them.
As it’s always the case with mobile store builders, Mob eCommerce comes
with analytics and statistics for understanding the behavior of your users,
and working on more suitable ways of making them interested in what
you’re offering. In fact, integration with Google Analytics is provided, so
that you’ll get to track the results of your campaigns in the most accurate
way of all.
Mob eCommerce is mainly compatible with stores that have been built in
any of the following four platforms: Magento, Presta Shop, Joomla
Virtuemart and Apptha Shopping Cart. But others are also supported, just
get in touch by using the form provided here to know if the one you’re
currently using is compatible with Mob eCommerce.

MobeCommerce.net In Their Own Words
Mob eCommerce is a complete mobile solution for ecommerce shopping
carts. Our readymade solutions can be integrated instantly at ease.
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Some Questions About MobeCommerce.net
Will support for mobiles other than iPhone and Android ever be
provided?
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born and bred in Maine, Roger is one of the longest-standing writers for KillerStartups.com. A
translator by trade, he is passionate about art in all its forms. He enjoys both classic and
contemporary literature, nature photography and music from both sides of the Atlantic. Fascinated
by technology from an early age, he has always explored the ways in which computers let people
articulate their thoughts and communicate better with the world at large.
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ABOUT
We’re a group of passionate, imaginative people who aim to make
KillerStartups.com a valuable online destination for website
owners, webpreneurs and internet entrepreneurs by empowering
them to grow their online businesses through the information, tools,
and training we offer.
We view ourselves as partners and peers of our audience,
because we have been there, bootstrapping our way up.
We believe in the frugal and lean startup model and our useful,
fresh, original content is based upon it.
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